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We are
*MGL Sea Freight company. It is your ideal partner for the global world Logistics provides worldclass sea, land and air transportation services with expertise. we offer You with a variety of
integrated service solutions fully designed to meet all your needs
Needs in terms of comprehensive logistical solutions. Our long-term partnerships with many
carriers, Customers, and key stakeholders along with sophisticated and cutting-edge IT
Experienced class and experts combined with wide global networks
*MGL Sea Freight company is a leading provider of sea/air / land freight and customs clearance
services.
We have a highly experienced team in the customs clearance department, and this team has the
ability to find all solutions to finish the documentary work within all ministries and customs
departments
We guarantee the best full container load (FCL) shipments, less container loads LCL Shipments,
Supply Chain Management, Temperature Controlled Container Load Shipments and logistics
projects and air freight. MGL sea freight. make them happy We introduce ourselves as a leading
international shipping company and customs clearance agents in Kuwait
* MGL Sea Freight company has been in the freight forwarding and customs clearance business
for more than a decade.
Our proven track record and highly satisfied customers have made us a leading freight
forwarder Agents with a local presence in the international market.
* MGL Sea Freight company. he is one from few international freight forwarding companies in
Kuwait that can provide you sound Professional advice apart from full logistical support, all
under one roof. We have contract rates for Canada/Europe/Africa/Far East/Mediterranean/Gulf
ports & Upper Gulf segment of all major MLO companies, for worldwide ports and inland
destinations
major lines i.e. (Maersk /Hapag Lloyd /CMA CGM / K - LINE / WAN-Hai /Evergreen /Savarin /OOCL
/ UASC /MSC/ APL/ COSCO)
We are able to deliver your goods to almost any destination Worldwide, thanks for our strong
network and global presence. At MGL SEA FREIGHT, our work goes beyond just serving. Worldclass freight services and on-time delivery of goods. extends to construction Relationships that
last forever for most of our customers, we are not just another shipping company, we are their
business partners.

* Keeping pace with digital development.
Due to the transformation of the work system into a digital system, we are in the process of issuing
a mobile application to keep pace with the speed of work so that customers can follow up on
shipping and customs clearance operations until reaching the customer’s warehouse, through
where they can follow the work steps moment by moment and the goal is to achieve success as it
should without any trouble.
* Business partners.
We are not just an entity that carries out shipping or customs clearance only, but we consider
ourselves as partners with our customers in their trade and business. We must provide advice and
solutions until the shipments reach the customer's stores

ENERGETIC & ENTHUSIASTIC
Our approach is full of energy
at each point of service, and
we are utmost enthusiastic
about handling each business.

PROMPT ACTION
We understand the value of time.
Our prompt approach ensures
seamless solutions in the most
robust way possible
on-time & every-time.

TEAM WORKE
Our principle as an MGL
team is that We believe in
partnership and hand
holding for a seamless
delivery experience,
together with you as a
team

RESULT ORIENTED
Focus on the results is a true
value that each contact at MGL
would demonstrate as goals
without results are just
dreaming.

ADAPTABILITY
The world is very dynamic
and the nature of our business
challenges us to tune ourselves
as per change in the universe
around us.
We adapt, improvise, and
overcome hurdles to keep our
promises.

ORIENTED OPERATION
We know our game and stick with
our efficient processing units to
ensure that your requirements get
solutions in one go.

OUR LOGISTICS GOAL IS TO DELIVER WITH HIGH DEGREE OF ADHERENCE TO SERVICE
LEVEL AGREEMENT (SLA), THIS DIFFERENTIATES US FROM OUR COMPETITORS.
• Very prompt quotations.
• One stop Air, Ocean, and Land solutions
•Identify best alternative shipping options
•Best shipping rates.
• Lowest transit time.
• Quality conscious & knowledge driven employees. • Global reach for door-to-door deliveries.

As a multi-modal transport operator (MTO) we specialize in one stop solution for a wide range of International Cargo
Delivery commitments.
Be it a large project or a small document, Time sensitive shipments or Solution for some complex logistics requirements.
Our solutions and dedicated freight specialists ensure best shipping rates with Smooth, prompt, reliable service.
AIR FREIGHT
SEA FREIGHT
LAND FREIGHT

We do import/export and
cross-country shipments of
consolidated as well as full
container freight services
with premium shipping
lines along with project
with custom modalities.

CUSTOMS CLEARANCE

Carefully selected carriers
for air freight direct with
airlines, express and
courier services and
import/export and crosscountry shipments to meet
transit requirements of your
time-sensitive shipments as
per your trade terms.

National and international
trucking.
Multi-modal solutions.
Daily pickups and deliveries at
all major international
gateways.
MGL has offers points
To steer heavy goods
Transportation

LOADING OPERATIONS

MGL Shipping is not just a freight forwarding
company but has a complete customs and
border port auditing team and has the ability to
find quick solutions to finalize cargo clearance
procedures at ports without inconveniencing
customers. Our company also follows a digital
system approach in that it has a mobile
application so that the customer can follow the
completion of customs procedures and
government approvals, and we consider MGL
Shipping the only company in this field that
has the application on the mobile phone
especially for customs and government
approvals

MGL has a full operations
team present within the
customs inspection areas to
supervise shipments and
review them in full and
monitor the loading
operations and their delivery
to the customers’ warehouses

WAREHOUSES

For customers'
convenience, MGL
Shipping Company has
giant warehouses with
security and monitoring
system. These stores
accommodate all
shipments, and the
customer can follow up
on storing and
monitoring his
shipments himself on
the method of our
application

how to win market shares in the freight industry under the redundant market environment, to make the most of the
company's interests and to maximize personal value?
Therefore, MGL SEA FREIGHT Company adheres to the business philosophy of "professional skill, integrity service
and customer first". Relying on the professional knowledge of team members, we provide each customer with
customized and personalized logistics solutions and offer a full range of safe and efficient services.

MGL's real wealth lies in its employees, so we fully support our employees because they are the foundation of
this entity and always side by side because they are our business partners and within the same entity, so we
thank all our employees for joining us, we are all one family and one hand

